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The Yes Factor Tonya Reiman 2010-04-29 The premier guide
to combining verbal and nonverbal communication to gain
confidence, establish credibility and make lasting
impressions Yes—a small word, but the key to opening
doors both professional and personal. The power of The
Yes Factor gets you the job, the promotion, or the
second date. But getting a "yes" can be tricky. Tonya
Reiman explains how communication works—what the words
you speak actually say about you, and how the perfect
pitch can help you achieve your goals, convince your
boss or client you should get the account, give a killer
presentation, or win control of the remote (without
ticking off your spouse!). Combining verbal and
nonverbal tricks—identifying types of communicators,
recognizing subconscious motivations, and adopting
covert communication techniques-The Yes Factor is a
simple approach to influencing and framing communication
so that your message resounds clearly, ensuring that
your ideas are implemented effectively and that you
present your best possible self. A leading body language
expert and Fox News contributor, Reiman's accessible
prose, firsthand anecdotes, step-by-step advice,
sidebars, diagrams, and short quizzes make The Yes
Factor the ultimate how-to for exuding confidence,
establishing authority, gaining credibility, and making
the lasting impression that will get you a "yes"
everytime. Watch a Video
Communication for Managers Paul Preston 1979
Body Politics and the Fictional Double Katie King 2000
This book focuses on the challenges women face when
their externally defined identities and representations
as bodies - their body fictions - speak louder than what
they know to be their lived experience. As objects of
interpretation, "female bodies" in search of health
care, legal assistance, professional respect, identity
confirmation, and financial security must first confront
the fictionalized doubles. This volume includes
reflections on women's day to day lives, as well as the
cultural production (literature, MTV, film etc.) that
give body fictions their powerful influence. By
exploring how these fictions are manipulated
politically, expressively and communally, contributors
offer reinterpretations that challenge the fictional
double while theorizing the discursive and performative
forms that it takes.
The Complete Mind & Body Book Jean Ann Graham 1990
De kracht van echte mannen David Deida 2015-12-22 In 'De
kracht van echte mannen' wijst David Deida de moderne
man de weg naar een daadkrachtig leven vol integriteit,
authenticiteit en vrijheid. Het boek laat zien hoe een
man een bevredigend leven kan leiden, door ruimte te
geven aan de kern van zijn wezen: zijn mannelijkheid.
Deida stelt dat de trend naar seksuele gelijkheid een
belangrijke oorzaak is van het ontbreken van geluk in
relaties. Het heeft namelijk niet alleen geleid tot
economische en sociale gelijkheid, maar ook tot seksuele
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neutraliteit. Nu we de gelijkheid tussen de seksen
hebben geaccepteerd, zegt Deida, is het tijd om de eigen
mannelijke of vrouwelijke essentie weer in ere te
herstellen. En daarmee het vuur van de seksuele
hartstocht opnieuw aan te wakkeren!
Do Gentlemen Really Prefer Blondes? Jena Pincott
2010-06-10 Q: Do Gentlemen Really Prefer Blondes? A:
Marilyn Monroe, Scarlet Johansson and Gwyneth Paltrow
would be happy to know that they do. During the Ice Age,
when even cavemen were in short supply, the blonde woman
really did get her man - simply because her light
coloured hair made her stand out. Plus scientists have
recently discovered that natural blondes have higher
oestrogen levels. In short, golden (preferably long)
hair shouts : 'I am young, sexy - and fertile' to every
member of the male species within a few miles. Q: When's
the best time to seduce my man? A: Your other half will
definitely get more possessive and more attracted to you
when you're ovulating and at your most fertile. You'll
spend time on your make-up and choose next day's outfit
before you go to bed. Your lips will be fuller, and your
skin will be radiant because of the high levels of
oestrogen being pumped through your blood. But don't get
carried away by how sexy you feel. You are also more
likely to be unfaithful during this period and your
boyfriend is also likely to run away with another
equally fertile member of the female species. Q: How do
I get him to change his wild lifestyle? A: Get pregnant.
Shocking but true. Fathers have lower testosterone
levels than single men which means that they are more
easy-going and less confrontational, they take fewer
life threatening risks, and they are far less likely to
have an affair with the leggier, skinnier blonde from
the office.
Meer denken over seks Alain de Botton 2012-09-07 Seks is
een belangrijk onderdeel van ons leven en er is al veel
over gesproken en geschreven. Alain de Botton doet dit
op een geheel vernieuwende en verfrissende manier,
waardoor je nieuwe inzichten krijgt in je al dan niet
aanwezige seksleven. Weinigen van ons voelen zich
`normaal als het gaat om seksualiteit, door ideeën die
wij onszelf hierover opleggen. Alain de Botton bekijkt
gevoelige onderwerpen als overspel, begeerte,
pornografie en impotentie vanuit een subjectief
standpunt, wat tot verrassende inzichten leidt. Volgens
hem heeft een succesvol seksleven meer te maken met wat
er zich in het hoofd van de mens afspeelt dan in zijn
lichaam.
Consumer Behavior Gilbert D. Harrell 1986
Esquire 1981
Transactions John Patrick Spiegel 1971 To find more
information about Rowman and Littlefield titles, please
visit www.rowmanlittlefield.com.
Medical Aspects of Human Sexuality 1978
Allure 2008
Encyclopedia of American History Richard Brandon Morris
1961
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Psychology and Mental Health Nancy A. Piotrowski 2010
This comprehensive five-volume set covers notable
theories, people, social issues, life stages, the
physiology and anatomy of the nervous system, and
various mental illnesses or conditions --from publisher
description.
Avant-gardes and Partisans Reviewed Fred Orton 1996 By
addressing key issues in visual culture and the politics
of representation, this book provides a reference and an
analysis of the work of Orton and Pollock,
internationally acknowledged as the leading exponents of
the social history of art
The Age of Scientific Sexism Mari Ruti 2015-07-30 We
trust our sciences to operate on a plane of objectivity
and fact in a world of subjectivity and cultural
ideologies, but should we? In The Age of Scientific
Sexism, philosopher Mari Ruti offers a sharp critique of
the gender profiling tendencies of evolutionary
psychology, untangling the insidious threads of various
gender mythologies that have infiltrated-or perhaps even
define-this faux-science. Selling stereotypes as
scientific facts, evolutionary psychology continually
brings retrograde models of sexuality into mainstream
culture: it insists that men and women live in two
completely different psychological, emotional, and
sexual universes, and that they will consequently always
be locked in a vicious battle of the sexes. Among these
regressive arguments is the assumption that men's
sexuality is urgent and indiscriminate, whereas women
are “naturally” reluctant, reticent, and choosy-a
concept constructed to justify masculine behavior, such
as cheating, that women have historically found painful.
On its most basic level, The Age of Scientific Sexism
explores our impulse to “explain” romantic behavior
through science: in the increasingly egalitarian gender
landscape of our society, why are we so eager to embrace
the rampant gender profiling that evolutionary
psychology promotes? Perhaps these simplistic gender
caricatures owe their popularity, at least in part, to
our overly pragmatic society pragmatic society, which
encourages us to search for easy answers to complex
questions.
But Do Blondes Prefer Gentlemen? Anthony Burgess 1986
This collection of nonfiction pieces includes irreverent
views on such diverse topics as travel, people, food,
film, music, literature, and language
Oxford Illustrated Encyclopedia of Peoples and Cultures
Richard Hoggart 1992 The Oxford Illustrated Encyclopedia
of Peoples and Cultures serves both as a handbook to the
issues underlying current affairs and as a source of
information on how and why people throughout the world
live as they do. Sixty specialists have contributed to
the 2,200 entries under the guidance of forty expert
advisers. The subjects covered include religions;
political systems and theory; economics; commerce and
management; communications and advertising; education;
social services; health and welfare. Biographiesof the
major figures in their field are given. Entries reflect
the variety of information required in today's hybrid
society, and special attention is given to different
cultural viewpoints. A 46-page illustrated section on
the countries of the world includes an entry, locator
map, and table of statistics for each country, which
summarize itspolitical and economic structure.
Glamour 2008
Integrating Pop Culture Into the Academic Library
Melissa E. Johnson 2022 This book explores how pop
culture is used in academic libraries for collections,
instruction, and programming. It also describes the
foundational basis for implementing pop culture and
discusses how it promotes conversations between
librarians and the students, making not only the
information relatable, but the library staff, as well.
The Marriage and Family Experience Bryan Strong 1983 THE
MARRIAGE AND FAMILY EXPERIENCE is an engaging, student
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friendly, four-color Marriage and Family best seller.
The text's up-to-date material, real-life cross-cultural
examples, and balanced presentation make it an
accessible and compelling read for the Marriage and
Family student. It successfully bridges all elements of
the course, including intimate relationships, family
policy, and family issues. The combination of the
strengths fosters consistent positive student reaction
and feedback.
The Shanghai Bird Year Edward Sheldon Wilkinson 1935
Transactions John Paul Spiegel 1971
American Family Behavior Jessie Bernard 1973
Wits Guts Grit Jena Pincott 2018-04-01 What if memory
and learning could improve after eating certain
foods—such as blueberries—high in plant chemicals called
flavonols? What if primal ways of moving the body
strengthen kids' working memory and mental flexibility?
What if receiving the right types of touch translate
into better emotional control and self-regulation? These
and many more questions led Pincott to simple, allnatural "biohacks"—or experiments inspired by current
research and theory—complete with instructions on how to
undertake them to help your own children strengthen
their wits, guts, and grit.
Do Chocolate Lovers Have Sweeter Babies? Jena Pincott
2012-12-15 Jena Pincott writes about the quirky, underthe-radar side of science and, while pregnant, found
herself wondering how her baby's gestation might tinker
with her body - and how her body was shaping the future
development of her unborn child. She started to ask
questions that her doctors couldn't always answer and
uncovered unexpected answers in scientific journals. Why
do thinner women have more daughters? What do foetuses
actually learn when they eavesdrop? How does Grandma's
diet affect her unborn grandchild? Drawing on her
scientific background Jena Pincott writes about the
hidden science of pregnancy. Here is a fascinating
supplement to the typical maternity guide, delving into
biology, neuroscience, evolutionary psychology and
epigenetics, Do Chocolate Lovers Have Sweeter Babies
gives a deeper understanding to what is physically, and
psychologically, happening to a woman during pregnancy.
Where does the maternal instinct come from? Does stress
sharpen your baby's mind - or dull it? What mind control
chemicals are in breast milk, sweat and tears? It will
satisfy every pregnant woman's curiosity about life's
most mysterious process through the newest, most
interesting and, sometimes, controversial discoveries
being made by science.
Why Men Don't Listen & Women Can't Read Maps Barbara
Pease 2001 A shocking and frequently hilarious exposT of
stereotypical gender differences answers common
questions about why men are turned on by the things that
turn women off, why blondes have high fertility rates,
the relationship between PMS and sex drive, why men are
better at parallel parking, and more. Reprint. 25,000
first printing.
The Culture of Corporeality Stefan Leonhard Brandt 2007
The Culture of Corporeality outlines a cultural history
of the body in the American postwar years (1945-1960),
based on contemporary critical theory and exemplified by
a variety of films, literary works, and other documents.
The book argues that the body, as a cultural, symbolic,
and >lived
Do Gentlemen Really Prefer Blondes? Jena Pincott 1998-01
Handbook on Evolution and Society Alexandra Maryanski
2015-11-17 "Handbook on Evolution and Society" brings
together original chapters by prominent scholars who
have been instrumental in the revival of evolutionary
theorizing and research in the social sciences over the
last twenty-five years. Previously unpublished essays
provide up-to-date, critical surveys of recent research
and key debates. The contributors discuss early
challenges posed by sociobiology, the rise of
evolutionary psychology, the more conflicted response of
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evolutionary sociology to sociobiology, and evolutionary
psychology. Chapters address the application and
limitations of Darwinian ideas in the social sciences.
Prominent authors come from a variety of disciplines in
ecology, biology, primatology, psychology, sociology,
and the humanities. The most comprehensive resource
available, this vital collection demonstrates to
scholars and students the new ways in which evolutionary
approaches, ultimately derived from biology, are
influencing the diverse social sciences and humanities.
Madcaps, Screwballs, and Con Women Lori Landay 1998-02
"Lori Landay tells a powerful story about woman's place
and women's power during the sexual desegregation of
American society."—ScreenSite
The Psychology of Physical Attraction Viren Swami 2008
This book begins the task of providing a scientific look
at physical attraction by presenting an overview of
scholarly work on physical beauty, culture, evolution,
and other aspects of human attractiveness. It begins by
discussing the role of evolution in the development of
what it means to be "attractive" in contemporary
society. It provides a general overview of evolutionary
psychology and mate choice, as well as an in-depth focus
on physical characteristics such as physical symmetry,
body weight, and ratios, and youthfulness. It goes on to
explore the role of societal and cultural ideals of
beauty through a discussion of the social psychology of
human beauty. Finally, the "morality" of physical
attractiveness is examined, looking at issues such as
discrimination on the basis of looks, body image and
eating disorders, and cosmetic surgery.
Transactions John Spiegel
Breakup Bootcamp Amy Chan 2021-03-02 Met Breakup
Bootcamp leert Amy Chan je waarom een gebroken hart geen
zwakte, maar juist een kracht is. Na het sneuvelen van
haar eigen relatie en het nodige zelfonderzoek richtte
Amy Chan Renew Breakup Bootcamp op, waarmee ze retraites
organiseert om vrouwen te helpen hun liefdesverdriet te
gebruiken als tool voor persoonlijke groei. Elke editie
was volgeboekt, maar nu is de break-up-bootcamp voor
iedereen binnen handbereik. Leer met behulp van experts
jezelf beter kennen en patronen te doorbreken waardoor
eerdere relaties stukliepen. Gegarandeerd meer geluk in
je volgende relatie!
Frontiers 2004 A journal of women studies.
Do Gentlemen Really Prefer Blondes? Jena Pincott
2008-09-30 How long does it take to decide if a person
is hot? Is your lover more likely to get you pregnant
than your husband? Can men tell when a woman is fertile?
If you’ve ever wondered how scientists measure love—or
whether men really prefer blondes over brunettes—this
smart, sexy book provides real answers to these and many
other questions about our most baffling dating and
mating behaviors. Based on the latest research in
biology, evolutionary psychology, neuroscience, and
cognitive science, Do Gentlemen Really Prefer Blondes?
dares to explain the science behind sex—and opens a
fascinating window on the intriguing phenomenon of love
and attraction. Covering the areas of bodies, brains,
and behavior, this eye-opening guide reveals the
genetic, hormonal, and psychological secrets behind what
makes us tick sexually. For example, do you know why a
man’s body chemistry and behavior change when he’s in a
committed relationship? And why, when he becomes a
daddy, his testosterone level seems to plummet? And did
you know… • When a couple first fall in love, their
brains are indistinguishable from those of the
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clinically insane • You can tell a lot about a person’s
sexual chemistry just by looking at his or her hands •
Your genes influence whose body odors you prefer • Being
around breast-feeding women may increase a woman's sex
drive Viewed through the lens of science and instinct,
your love life might be seen in a completely different
way. Do Gentlemen Really Prefer Blondes? provides both
an in-depth exploration into our sexual psyches—and
fresh advice for men and women who want to discover the
secrets of successful relationships.
The Education Index 1978
Do Gentlemen Really Prefer Blondes? Jena Pincott
2008-09-30 How long does it take to decide if a person
is hot? Is your lover more likely to get you pregnant
than your husband? Can men tell when a woman is fertile?
If you’ve ever wondered how scientists measure love—or
whether men really prefer blondes over brunettes—this
smart, sexy book provides real answers to these and many
other questions about our most baffling dating and
mating behaviors. Based on the latest research in
biology, evolutionary psychology, neuroscience, and
cognitive science, Do Gentlemen Really Prefer Blondes?
dares to explain the science behind sex—and opens a
fascinating window on the intriguing phenomenon of love
and attraction. Covering the areas of bodies, brains,
and behavior, this eye-opening guide reveals the
genetic, hormonal, and psychological secrets behind what
makes us tick sexually. For example, do you know why a
man’s body chemistry and behavior change when he’s in a
committed relationship? And why, when he becomes a
daddy, his testosterone level seems to plummet? And did
you know… • When a couple first fall in love, their
brains are indistinguishable from those of the
clinically insane • You can tell a lot about a person’s
sexual chemistry just by looking at his or her hands •
Your genes influence whose body odors you prefer • Being
around breast-feeding women may increase a woman's sex
drive Viewed through the lens of science and instinct,
your love life might be seen in a completely different
way. Do Gentlemen Really Prefer Blondes? provides both
an in-depth exploration into our sexual psyches—and
fresh advice for men and women who want to discover the
secrets of successful relationships.
What Makes Your Brain Happy and Why You Should Do the
Opposite David Disalvo 2011-11-15 This book reveals a
remarkable paradox: what your brain wants is frequently
not what your brain needs. In fact, much of what makes
our brains "happy" leads to errors, biases, and
distortions, which make getting out of our own way
extremely difficult. Author David DiSalvo presents
evidence from evolutionary and social psychology,
cognitive science, neurology, and even marketing and
economics. And he interviews many of the top thinkers in
psychology and neuroscience today. From this researchbased platform, DiSalvo draws out insights that we can
use to identify our brains’ foibles and turn our
awareness into edifying action. Ultimately, he argues,
the research does not serve up ready-made answers, but
provides us with actionable clues for overcoming the
plight of our advanced brains and, consequently, living
more fulfilled lives.
Psychology for Living Karen Grover Duffy 2001 Focusing
on classical oligopoly theory from 1840-1940, this
volume uses topology and numerics to reconsider work by
early oligopoly researchers in the light of modern
dynamics. It resuscitates some of the field's original
ideas after decades of oblivion.
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